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Modifying Pivot Elements in Gaussian Elimination*

By G. W. Stewart

Abstract. The rounding-error analysis of Gaussian elimination shows that the method is

stable only when the elements of the matrix do not grow excessively in the course of the

reduction. Usually such growth is prevented by interchanging rows and columns of the

matrix so that the pivot element is acceptably large. In this paper the alternative of simply

altering the pivot element is examined. The alteration, which amounts to a rank one modifi-

cation of the matrix, is undone at a later stage by means of the well-known formula for the

inverse of a modified matrix. The technique should prove useful in applications in which the

pivoting strategy has been fixed, say to preserve sparseness in the reduction.

1. Introduction. Let A be a real matrix of order n. The method of Gaussian

elimination may be regarded as a technique for computing the LU decomposition

of A into the product of a unit lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangular

matrix U. Specifically, at the feth step of the reduction, we have

A = LlV    0

0       AÍV

where Lxxw and Un(k) are of order k. The (k + l)th row of U is then given by

uk+x.i = al1?,.,        ij = k + 1, k + 2, ■ • •  , «),

the (k + l)th column of L by

/<.*+i = a"¿+i/aí*\.*+i        (' = k + 1, k + 2, • • • , n),

and the matrix A22Ue+l) by

(A + l) (k) 7 /../ii \
au       = au   — li,k+x»k+x,i        it,] = k + 2, ■ ■ ■  ,n).

The element ak+x,k+xU) is called a pivot element for the algorithm. If it is zero,

the algorithm fails, and if it is too small, the algorithm becomes unstable in the

presence of rounding errors. Usually, this problem is avoided by interchanging two

rows and perhaps two columns of A22k) to bring an acceptably large element into

the pivot position. However, in applications involving large sparse matrices, an

unhappy pivot selection may destroy the sparsity of the subsequent matrices. Indeed

in some applications the choice of pivots is determined entirely from the sparsity

structure of A, leaving no freedom to pivot for stability (e.g. see [1]).

In this paper we shall examine the technique of modifying the pivot element
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so that it is acceptably large and then undoing the modification later after the LU

decomposition of the modified matrix has been computed. Since the emergence of

a small pivot element in Gaussian elimination betokens a numerical ill-determination

of the LU decomposition, we shall not try to obtain the LU decomposition of A

itself; rather, we shall show how the LU decomposition of the modified matrix may

be used to solve linear systems involving A.

The next section will be devoted to describing the mechanics of the technique.

The effects of rounding error will be discussed in Section 3.

2. Modifying Pivot Elements in the Solution of Linear Equations. In this

section we shall show how the solution of the equation

(2.1) Ax = b

can be obtained from the solution of

(2.2) By = b,

where A and B differ only in their (1, l)-elements. We shall then indicate the ap-

plications of this technique in Gaussian elimination.

Since A and B differ only in their (1, l)-elements, B can be written in the form

B =  A + aexex,

where ex is the first column of the identity matrix. Then it follows from the well-

known modification formula (see [2, p. 123]) that

(2.3) A'1 = Bl - TB-xexe[Brx,

where

t =   l/(e?i   B~1e1 — er-1).

Since x = A~lb we have from (2.2) and (2.3),

x = y — TB'lexexy = y — ryxcx,

where yx is the first component of y and Ci is the first column of B~ \ Thus, the solution

of (2.1) can be obtained from the solution of (2.2) by subtracting a suitable correction

vector.

The economics of this technique are favorable. The system (2.2) costs no more

to solve than (2.1). The vector Ci can be obtained at the same time and at very little

additional cost by solving the system Bcx = ex. The computation of r (n.b., exTB'1ex

is the first component of Ci) and x entails a negligible amount of additional calcula-

tion. Note that once Ci has been calculated, it can be saved and used to solve other

systems of the form (2.1) with differing right-hand sides.

Concerning Gaussian elimination, suppose that at the kth step an unacceptably

small pivot element emerges. Then a solution of (2.1) may be obtained in the form

xT = ixxU)T,x2ik)T) as follows.

(1) Solve the system

-«>
lxx   o  ¿>;

Ik)

[LÍV

(*)

7   <

£>2
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(2) Set B22k) = A22k) + <ikexex , where ak is chosen to make the pivot element

acceptably large.

(3) Solve the systems

B22 y2    = b2   ,       a22 cx    — ex.

(4) Correct y2a) to yield a solution of the system

-^22  X2 —    D2

(5) Solve the system

Uxx xx     —  ox UX2 x2    .

This process can be repeated should an unacceptably small pivot be encountered

in step 3 of the above algorithm; however, here the economics are not as favorable.

The time considerations are roughly the same; each application of the technique

requires the solution of an additional set of equations involving the matrix B22k),

a negligible increase over the Gaussian reduction of B22ik> itself. However, each

cx(k) must be stored, and, since they are columns of inverse matrices, they need not

be sparse, even when the original matrices are. Thus in applications involving large

sparse matrices, the technique cannot be used too many times.

There remains the problem of choosing ck. It is clear that ak must not be too large;

for as crt increases, A22(k) + akexexT becomes a slight perturbation of the singular

matrix akexex . A natural choice is to take ak to be just large enough to dominate

the elements in the first column of A22k\ which corresponds to partial pivoting

in the elimination process. Since the value of the next pivot element can easily be

computed, it may be desirable to alter ak slightly, say multiply it by a factor of two,

whenever cancellation would occur in the calculation of the next pivot element.

It is hardly necessary to add that our results hold also for the Crout and Doolittle

variants of Gaussian elimination, for which the discussion above remains valid with

some slight and obvious modifications.**

3. Error Analysis. The algorithm described in the last section must be im-

plemented in finite precision arithmetic, and it is important to assess the effects of

the resulting rounding errors on the solution. For simplicity, we shall first assume

that a modification is made at the first stage of the elimination and drop the super-

scripts (/c). We shall determine conditions under which the computed solution x

has a residual r = b — Ax that is small. Note that, whatever the value of r, x is the

solution of the system

iA + E)x = b,

where E = /•jcr/||jc||2 satisfies ||£||/||/4|| = |jr]|/||xj| \\A\\ in the Frobenius norm,

defined by \\A\\2 = trace ATA. Thus a small residual implies that x, however in-

accurate, is the solution of a slightly perturbed problem.

The following notation will be used in the error analysis. The symbol (k), called

a relative counter, will stand generically for a quotient of the form

** This baroque variation on the famous theme of Laplace (// est aisé à voir) is due to Ostrowski

[Arch. Rational Mech. Anal., v. 1, 1958, p. 241].
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(3.1) (k) = (1 + Pi)(l + p2) • • ■ (1 + p«)/(l + Pl + X)il + Pl+2) ■■■ (1 + pk),

where the numbers |p,| are uniformly bounded by some small quantity. We shall

also use the notation #fc# for the deviation of (k) from unity:

#*# = i - <*>.

The symbol #fc# will be called an absolute counter. We shall assume that the bounds

on the pi in (3.1) and on the integer k are so restricted that

(3.2) \M\ á k-e g  .1

for some number e of approximately the same size as the bound on the |p¡|. If x is

a vector, then x(k) will denote the vector (xx(k), x2(k), ■ ■ ■ , xn(k))T, where each

appearance of the counter k may stand for a different value.

The relative and absolute counters have the following easily verified properties:

<*></> -<*+/>,        l/<*> = <*>

and

(3.3) <*>-</> = #+#.

The usual backward error bounds for r-digit, base ß, floating-point arithmetic

(see, e.g., [3]) can be expressed in the form

fl(a ob) = iaob){l)        (o =  X, -^)

and

jlia ± b) = a(l> ± ¿><1),

where e in (3.2) is of the order ß~l.

We turn now to the analysis of the effect of modifying the 1-1 element of A.

All quantities will denote the computed values, with the exception of B = A + <sexex .

The first step is to solve the systems By = b and Bcx = ex. We assume this is done

stably so that the computed solutions satisfy

Bxy m (Ä + Ex)y = b    and    Ä2Ci = (ß + E2)cx = ex,

where ||E.-|| ^ «, ||2?|| (f = 1, 2) for some small «,. Note that the single rounding

error made in forming B from A may be absorbed in the error matrices £,.

The next step is to compute r. There is no rounding error in the computation of

Cn = exB2xex. Hence

T =  fliicu - er"1)"1] = -
cii<l) - *-\2)

or

(3.4) r + er(3> - rercn(3) = 0.

Finally one computes

x = fliy - rv,ci) = v(l) - ^^(3).

From this it follows that
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TViC! = y{4) - x(3),

whence from (3.2)

(3.5) |r| |*| Hell S 1.KIMI + ||v||).

Now

r = b — Ax = b — iB — <rexex )x = b — (52 — <rexex )x — E2x

(3.6) = b- iB2- <rexeTx)iy{l) - mc<3» - E2x

= b - B2y(l) - E2x + Vl(r + <r(l) - racxx(3))ex + yxrB2cxM

the last equality following from the fact that

Z?2ci<3) = B2cx + ß2ci#3# =ex + JS2c1#3#.

On subtracting zero in the guise of (3.4) from the term in parentheses in the last

member of (3.6), we obtain from (3.3)

r = b B2y(l) - E2x + yi(<r#4# - T<rcxé6#)ex + Vit/32Ci#3#.

Hence

Since b

r = b- Bxy + iEx- E2)y + B2yjrl§ - E2x

+ yi(<r#4# - rercijó^! + V,r52d#3#.

Bxy = 0, if we let

p. = max \Bi\ and   X = wr
then from (3.2)

n JJril   m á («i + e2)\ + €MX + €2 + 4eXM + 6.6£/i(l + X) + 3.3eM(l + X)
IMII 11*11

^ €2 + lOent + X(i, + €2 + 15eM).

This result is quite satisfactory. For reasonable modifications of the pivot element,

the number p, will be of order unity. Thus X, the ratio of the sizes of the computed

solutions of the equations Ax = b and By = b, is the controlling factor. If X is large,

that is if severe numerical cancellation occurs in the passage from y to x, the result

cannot be guaranteed to have a small residual. Note that this cannot happen if B is

well conditioned, whatever the condition of A. In any event, the condition is one that

can be easily checked.

There remains one point to clear up. The modification step is only one part of

the algorithm described in the last section, and we must show that this algorithm

as a whole is stable. The usual rounding error analysis for triangular systems shows

that the computed vectors bx{k) and ¿>2U) satisfy

(3.7)
L\V + Fxx

T(k)
Li2x + F2

bx

i»)

where Fxx and F2X are small compared to Lxx '*' and L2i (*\ The results of this section
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imply that, if all has gone well, the computed vector x2k) will satisfy

t jw -L r   \~w  —  A(t)
\A22     -f-   IJ22)X2       —   D2     ,

where G22 is small compared with A22 . Since the solution for xx amounts to no

more than the completion of the solution of a triangular system, the computed vector

x satisfies

(3.8)
0

^12   + GX2

A22   + Ct22

xx

yxT

bx

[b2

where Gxx and C722 are small compared with UXXU) and UX2k). Equations (3.7) and

(3.8) can be combined in the usual way to show that the computed solution satisfies

(A + H)x = b where H is small compared with A (see for example [3, p. 108], in

which the final bound must be supplemented by a factor of ||L|| since no assumptions

about pivoting strategy have been made).
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